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Douglas® PPS-SQ Portable Tennis System
 

STANDARD TENNIS, PPS-42SQ - 42”H X 42’L  (ITEM # 63100)
SINGLES TENNIS, PPS-33SQ - 42”H X 33’L  (ITEM # 63133)

Net with 4 Year Warranty
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These portable systems raise the bar and are the gold standard when permanent 
installation is not desired for either indoor or outdoor court applications. Portable PPS-SQ 
systems are easy-to-assemble and off er the same long-lasting features as the classic 
Premier™ SQ tennis post.

DIMENSIONS 42” High X 33’ (singles) or 42”High X 42’ (doubles)

POST & BASE FRAME The 3” square tennis post is constructed from heavy-duty 
11-gauge steel. Heavy-duty base frame is also constructed of 11-gauge 3” square steel and 
3-1/2” square 3/16” heavy-wall steel. Systems are fi nished with black baked-on polyester 
powder coat to resist rust and increase durability. Frame is supported by end stabilizer legs.

HARDWARE Internally wound featuring a self-locking gear mechanism. Gears are 
constructed of plated steel and the small gear is case hardened. Gear housings and caps 
are made of cast aluminum alloy. Gear function is 30:1 to ensure a smooth, easy operation. 
Flush mounted gear plate cover and removable handle are chrome plated.

TRANSPORTER Heavy-duty non-scuff  swivel casters; (2) End and (1) Center caster 
assembly. Casters allow unit to pivot one end at a time for simpler transportability. 

WARRANTY  5 Year Limited 

HEADBAND Durable vinyl coated headband material. Headband is lock-sewn with four 
rows of #32 white polyester thread.

NETTING Netting is 1-3/4” square mesh braided solid core polyethylene, unsurpassed for 
durability and weather resistance. 3.0 mm netting with 285 lb break strength.

SIDE & BOTTOM TAPE Vinyl bottom tape and side pockets of headbands are polyester 
based and won’t shrink, mildew or rot when exposed to the elements. Tapes are double 
lock-stitched with black polyester thread. 

CENTER STRAP Velcro adjustment center strap with swivel loop bolt snap

WARRANTY 4 Year Limited
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Plated Steel Self Locking Gears Cast Aluminum Alloy Caps End Transporter


